The Festival Records Story
by Brendan Hancock and Matthew J Schelle
Introduction
By the end of 1959, rock and roll
music had finally begun getting the
acceptance from not only the parents
of the teenagers who appreciated the
rocking sound, but also from the
money makers. Rock and roll music
and everything associated with it, was
now officially a profitable investment
and with that, the original dream of
producing records was now a primary
chance for all to experience new and
exciting musicians, no matter what
the genre. But with the profits and the
investments came the revolution.
Music became a business, creative
freedoms went straight out the
window and marketing and sales
were adopted as the new
commandments. Thou shalt make

money ruled above it all. Chance and
fate had taken a backseat to the
corporate driven ideals of chart
toppers and sure-fire hits. Like the
shifting sentiments that echoed in the
motion picture industr y, each new
release had to be a record breaker, a
blockbuster, surpassing ever ything
before it. Originality and talent were
valued less than marketability and the
face of music was changed forever.
Although the Festival Records
story does go beyond the years of
1964, it’s the early days that the real
story, the real magic took place. From
the people working behind the scenes
to the artists themselves, the following
will give you enough information to
understand how and why the famous
label became what it is today.

Part Two
For the love of the money
1959–1964
At the Festival Records company,
things where r unning reasonably
smoothly. By 1960, Festival Records
had a large stable of recording artists,
most of which delivered hit after hit. It
was not uncommon for Festival
Records to have up to 16 or more hits
in the Top 40 at any one time. But all
these achievements didn’t seem to be
enough to satisfy L.J Hooker, because
despite his involvement in the label
and his creation of the new REX
label), Festival still ran at a loss in
1959 in the or der of £49,780
($99,560). Few people knew at the
time that because of this, Hooker was
waiting for the most opportune time
to offload the seemingly ‘unprofitable’
record company. Hooker was merely
following the first dictum of the
corporate world – Business is
Business, no matter what the
commodity is.
Ironically, it was around this time
that the media mogul Rupert
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Murdoch was in the early stages of
building his media empire. By 1960,
he had already managed newspapers
and was starting to branch out into
the record industry. Murdoch, with the
help of the American record label
ABC-Paramount, seemed absolutely
certain that he would dominate the
recording industr y, because ABCParamount were in the early stage of
establishing a full scale operation in
his native Australia. Because of the
money and power involved, Murdoch
and ABC-Paramount were seeking the
best within the already established
industr y and as it stood, Festival’s
A&R man Ken Taylor was considered
the best of the best of the best. As
money was of no object, Murdoch
and ABC-Paramount were foolishly
self-assured that getting Taylor to join
them would be a walk-in-the-park.
Little did they know that Taylor was a
man whose last objective was the
almighty dollar.

In 1959 Festival made a deal with
Lee gordon to manufacture and
distribute his Leedon and lee Gordon
Labels. Not surprisingly Murdoch
took advantage of Gordon recurring
financial problems and bought the
labels off Gordon for £10,000
($20,000).

Festival Executive Director, FRED
MARKS presents JOK with a gold
record for the single ‘I’m Counting
On You’.
Although it wasn’t officially in his
job description, Ken Taylor would
often sit-in on recording sessions so
that he could be present when a
potential ‘hit’ was about to be taped.
During these sessions, he had made it
absolutely clear that he should never
be disturbed unless emer gency
situations arose. When Ken Marks,
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KEN TAYLOR (right) with ROBERT IREDALE (left) with two latin american recording artists.

1964 – Dig Richard's band The Rjays
(aka, The Brumbies, aka The Rajahs) became Festival’s house band.
L to R Mike Lawler, Jon Hayton, Leon Isackson, Lindsey King.
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Rupert Murdoch’s Assistant, called
Taylor, it was considered an emergency, although Taylor was unavailable
at the time. Taylor soon returned the
phone call and a lunch meeting was
arranged. The events that followed,
which took place at the meeting,
would change the face of Festival
Records forever.
The lunch tur ned out to be a
gathering of some ‘extremely important people’. Those attending the
meeting consisted of Mr Sam Clarke,
President of the American Broadcasting Corporation and head of the
ABC-Paramount Recording Company
of America, who was accompanied by
his finance director Fed Siegel. Also in
attendance were Rupert Murdoch,
Fr ed Marks and Rupert’s other
business associate, John Glass. There,
at the one table, sat representatives
from radio, television, publishing and
the recording industry. As it turned
out, the lunch meeting was nothing
short of a let-down. But Taylor was
asked to meet back at Murdoch’s
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Caption to come.

1964 – Happy festival stars: Pee Wee Wilson (delltones), Dig Richards, Rob E.G
and Lucky Starr fool around with Lyn Alvarez.
office at the Mir r or newspaper
building. Once there, the real reasons
for Taylor’s presence was realised.
Ken Taylor soon discovered that for
the past thr ee months, ABC Paramount and Murdoch had been
surveying and testing the recording
industry in Australia and had come to
the conclusion that Taylor was the
man to run their local operation. Then
the question, which Taylor was expecting all along, was asked:
“How much is it worth to you to
join us?”
Taylor, with his mind firmly set,
replied, “More money than you have”.
Murdoch and his fellow lackeys
looked at each other, in a half
shocked and half bemused state.
“Huh? How was that again?”
“I simply mean that it’s not a
matter of money – money couldn’t
buy me,” Taylor confidently replied.
“That’s a pretty quick decision.”
“No, it’s a decision born of many
years of hard work with my present
company, with one aim in view. I am
totally engaged in establishing what I
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regard as the first originating company
for Australian artists and Australian
material in this community. I feel that
right at this moment I am near my
goal – maybe not quite, but nearly.”
“Is that your final word?”
The gentlemanly aspects in
Taylor ’s character then showed
themselves – “I am willing to dignify
the question by giving it mor e
consideration but I cannot see that my
attitude will change”.
Then Murdoch, a man to whom
the word ‘no’ had been erased a long
time ago, continued to push even
more, “Let me emphasize again that
if it’s a matter of money”–
Then Taylor broke in and stressed,
“Let ME emphasize that it’s NOT a
matter of money, that’s not my way of
working. I know my worth. I put a
price on myself. But in this case there
is no price”.
Murdoch was left speechless for
the first time in ages. Taylor left and
went back to Festival Records to
continue on with his duties.
The following Saturday, Taylor
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received another phone call, this time by
Sam Clarke, who asked Taylor back to
Rupert Murdoch’s office for another
meeting. Although Taylor knew what the
subject matter would be about this time,
he decided to make the appearance.
As Taylor entered the room, Sam
Clarke focused in on the issue at
hand.
“Mr Taylor, have you reconsidered?”
Taylor, equally shapely replied,
“ Yes I have, but I am afraid the
answer has to be the same as
before.”
“Well this disappoints me greatly,
we came here to buy you…”
And then, at that ver y moment,
Taylor said something that, although
only said half jokingly, would seal his
fate and that of Festival Records.
“There is ONE way you can buy
me, Mr Clarke. You can buy Festival
Records”.
Taylor thought nothing of the
comment, because he felt confident
that good old L.J hooker would never
sell Festival Records. Little did he
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Caption to come.
realise that what he said would make
Clarke take a step back, and ponder…
And with the click of his finger,
Clarke turned to a seated Rupert
Murdoch and said, “That’s it, who do
we know in the Hooker organization”?
Rupert Murdoch’s Mirror newspapers bought all the available shares
in Festival Records and purchased the
Harris Street building from Hooker for
£70,000 ($140,000) on the 30th of
September 1960. ABC-Paramount
was still involved with Murdoch and by
October 1960, half of the newly
acquired shares were transferred from
Mirror newspapers to AMPAR records,
part of the ABC-Paramount group.
This was to help with the ultimate
plan of making an impact in the
Australian record industry. Unfortunately for ABC-Paramount, their plans
of world dominance in the recording
industry failed and by 1961, Murdoch
had bought back their fifty percent
shar e. To this day, Mur doch’s
corporation News Limited remains the
sole owner of Festival Records.
Murdoch invested heavily into the
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studio and the r ecor ding studio
facilities were all brought up to a
more professional standard. Festival
then branched out even further with
more overseas record catalogues.
They also acquired the rights to the
Lee Gordon and Leedon labels as well
as the John Collins r ecor ding
enterprise Teen, which brought about
with it the recording contract of Kiwi
rocker Johnny Devlin. Because of the
new surge of both financial injection
and new material, the record industry
boomed and Festival was back on top.
But per haps to signif y a sort of
changing of the guards, L.J Hooker’s
own creation, the REX label, was
eventually phased out. Although Ken
Taylor was made a director of the
company it wasn’t long before he
decided to move on too.
By 1961, to Taylor, it was the end of
an era. He had played his part and
played it well. When Taylor first started
at Festival, Australia didn’t even have
their own rock and roll artists and idols,
but by the end of his reign, Taylor had
left behind a working stable of

disciplined and professional young
recording artists and had made
household names out of once
unknowns such as Johnny O’Keefe, Col
Joye, Dig Richards, Lonnie Lee, Johnny
Devlin, Judy Stone, Noleine Batley,
Jimmy Little, just to name a few.
After the loss of Taylor, the A&R
committee, which now included Robert
Iredale, Hal Saunders and Franz Conde,
met on a regular basis to make sure
Festival would not decline in Taylor’s
shadow. The group regularly organised
the management and planning of
recordings and releases. As well as the
technical side of the business, they also
organised the performers’ song lists,
telling them what to sing and how to
sing it. The marketability of their artists
was a reflection on the strength of their
company and with television emerging
as the golden idol of marketing,
appearance was ever ything. The
Festival artists regularly made
appearances on Brian Henderson’s
extremely popular ‘Bandstand’, some of
which were eventually included into ‘the
Bandstand family’. The A&R committee
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also held weekly auditions and were
constantly searching for hidden talent.
During this time, Festival’s existing talent
were diversifying their interests. Johnny
O’Keefe, already hosting his own
popular show, ‘Six O’clock Rock’, was
simultaneously managing Festival’s
Leedon label and signing new acts to it
constantly.
The first budget for musicians on
‘Six O’clock Rock’ was £254. By the
middle of 1962, the budget was being
stretched to its maximum. Johnny
O’Keefe was constantly talking to ABC
executives about different ways of
increasing and diversifying the musical
contributions on the show. After a
phone call that year between O’Keefe
and the ABC’s General Manager,
Charles Moses, O’Keefe was sacked.
Although var ying accounts of what
occurred during the phone call still
exist to this day, O’Keefe left when his
contract ran out on the 30th of June
that year. The show continued for
several months after wards, but in
September it was pulled from the air.
As it died-off, ABC rival Channel
Seven, were in production on a new
show called ‘The Johnny O’Keefe
Show’. It wasn’t long before JO’K was
gracing television screens once again.
By the end of 1961, the music
scene was changing. Good old rock
and roll was making way for love
songs, ballads and eventually, by
1963, Festival and its artists followed
the new Surf Craze. It seemed every
artist was bringing out surf related
songs. The Joy Boys released Murphie
the Surfie, The Delltones had Hanging
Five and Come a Little Bit Closer and
even rocker Johnny Devlin pushed out
Stomp the Tumbarumba. Even the
female artists were getting involved,
shown by Noeleen Batley, who
released Surfer Boy. The surfing craze
hit hard and the Delltones became
household names because of it. After
the beach bound summers of 1961,
1962 and 1963, it seemed that every
month, a new dance craze would hit
Australian shores. Lee Gordon heavily
promoted sell out shows across the
continent for Chubby Checker’s ‘Twist’
and with it, more and more youths
were swept up in the dance madness.
With ever y fad, there were greater
and greater profits, of which Festival
and its owner, the mighty Rupert
Murdoch took a very big slice.
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But nothing on the earth changed
rock and roll or ever had as much
impact on music, as the year 1964
did, when four guys from Liverpool
invaded Australia, as well as the rest
of the world, with a new sound, style
and culture. Although their influences
were from the likes of Elvis Presley,
Little Richard, Chuck Berry etc, the
Beatles created a sound of their own
and in the process stole the limelight
from the good old rock and roll ways
of old. There were no more side
burns, slicked hair and bobby socks.
From the Beatles invasion onwards,
Australia gave birth to a new bred of
rockers of which, Ray Brown and the
Whispers began to shine, as did The
Easy Beats, The Twilights, Billy Thorpe
and the Aztecs, who had a hit with
Poison Ivy on the Linda Lee Label, an
independent label that Festival
Records distributed. By the end of the
1960s Festival Records were forging
more and more deals with smaller
independent labels and wer e
becoming a major recording industry
powerhouse because of it.
From subtle beginnings in 1952
when a group of old World War II
ar my buddies for ged one of
Australia’s first merchant banks, few
people would have expected that one
of their high-risk/high-gain adventures
would go on to become a powerhouse
in shaping the Australian rock and roll
recording industry and play a lead
role in defining Australian Rock.
Festival Recor ds navigated itself
through turmoils and triumphs, with
countless identities involved along the
way like Les Welch, L.J.Hooker, Ken
Taylor, Lee Gordon, Johnny O’Keefe,
Col Joye, Rupert Murdoch and many
mor e. Thr ough the changing
sentiments from establishment to
sustainability, Festival has remained
an icon of Australia’s past, with a
keen eye on the future.
Perhaps in the years to come, an
Australian rock and roll renaissance
will arise and people will look back on
the early years with amazement,
wondering how such great names
came out of the unknown all under the
visage of the Festival Records label,
and hopefully, Festival Records will
continue to unearth hidden Australian
talent for some time to come.

Tales from the Studio
Part 1

Recording
In the early days at festival records,
there were problems obtaining a
satisfactor y sound, but festivals
recording engineer, Robert Iredale,
lear nt to impr ovise with their
limited technology and created his
own little gadgets and gizmos in
order to get the professional sound
they were after. In one instance,
while recording Les Welch back in
1953,
Ir edale
cr eated
a
‘sophisticated’ reverberation device
made of two tape heads with a
slight gap. It was a thing
nicknamed Iredale’s ‘magic black
box’.
Even when the business was
starting to become successful and
the company had moved into the
Harris Street studio, the recording
techniques were still as primitive
and were limited to a one-track
recording Ampex tape machine. It
wasn’t unusual for microphone
stands to be strategically placed on
cabinets, chairs, etc. just so each
member of the band would be
picked up correctly. An echo effect
was obtained by placing a speaker
and microphone in the toilets.
Ir edale devised an ingenious
system of washers and lead weights
to selectively slow down or speed
up the Ampex machine in order to
get the correct pitch when needed.
Recording Drums in the early
days at Festival Records involved
another huge effort. As they were
not only loud in the small space,
but fr equently upset the microphones used, most of the time,
the drummer was asked to drum
outside the studio or told not to
used drums at all, in some cases
their drum kits where replaced with
telephone books, shoeboxes, tea
cups or as in Col Joye’s hit ‘Oh
yeah Uh Huh’, a typewriter.
Soundproofing the studio was
also a problem. For mer Studio
manager Barr y Nagal once said
that gear changes from the trucks
on Harris Street were audible on
early Bee Gees recordings.
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The Artists
One of Festival’s first artists, was Vic
Sabrino, who made some of
Australia’s first rock and roll type
recordings with his 1957 version of
Fraulein/Hitch Hiking Heart. This
early hit in Australia, was also one of
the first records to be released on an
American Label.
But it was Ken Taylor who was
responsible for bringing the true
rockers to the public, the first being
The Wild One, Johnny O’Keefe,
who’s story of obtaining a contract
with Festival, has now become a part
of Australian rock history (see The
Festival Records Stor y Part One).
Taylor’s next rocker on the label was
Col Joye, who like O’Keefe, would
become Festival’s other major star.
Although Joye would go on to record
many hits, his second single, Oh
Yeah, Uh Huh, was the first rock and
r oll song ever pr oduced and
recorded in Australia to become a
national number one hit.
It wasn’t uncommon for Taylor to
visit gigs to sniff-out new talent,
although sometimes, when not
impressed with the actual music that
was being played, he left it up to the
attending teenagers reactions, and
based on this, he would either sign
new bands straight up or give
unknowns opportunities to prove
themselves worthy.
One of the artists who were given
the chance to prove themselves was
Dig Richards and his band the Rjays.
Although not so impressed with the
audition, Taylor asked them if there
was anything else that Dig had to
sing, so Richards told Taylor about
an unfinished song that his brother
had written. Taylor asked to hear it
and was impressed. The song, I
Wanna Love You, was finished,
recorded and became a hit. Taylor
told the singer that “even if you
haven’t got a voice…I could sell your
records on your looks if nothing
else”. The Rjays became Festival’s
official house band and backed the
likes of Johnny O’Keefe, Lonnie Lee,
Jimmy Little, The Delltones as well as
their own Dig Richards who
eventually went on to have a solo
career.
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Dig Richards and the Rjays were
one of the first artists featured on the
L.J Hooker created REX label, which
was also the home for The
Graduates, Candy and Mandy, Rob
EG, Judy Cannon and John Laws.
Noeleen Batley ’s ‘Barefoot Boy ’,
which was also on the Rex Label,
became the first national hit by an
Australian Female singer. A late
edition to the REX label was
Melbourne group, The Thunderbirds,
who were already highly successful
in the Melbourne dance scene. They
released a series of EPs and singles,
usually using special guest vocalists
such as Billy O’Rourke, Billy Owens
and Judy Cannon, who was regarded
as one of the first female singers to
have a r ough, raunchy r ocking
sound. Not happy with Festival and
with the help of famous Melbourne
DJ, Stan ‘the man’ Rofe, The
Thunderbirds went on to record
classic instrumental classics as Wild
Weekend for the W&G label.
When Lee Gordon sold his Lee
Gor don and Leedon labels to
Festival, Johnny O’Keefe, who was
alr eady in char ge of Artist
development, created his own stable
of local talent for the label, which
included Lonnie Lee, Barry Stanton,
Warren Williams, Johnny Rebb and
Booka Hyland. O’Keefe took the
young unknowns under his wing,
choosing their songs and arranged
their appearances on stage and
television, of which O’Keefe’s own
‘Six O’clock Rock’, was a major
source of their publicity. Even After
Lee Gordon’s Death in 1963, the
label continued and with the help of
O’Keefe, added such acts as The
Delltones, The Dee Jays, The
Cresents, Warren Carr, Tony Brady,
Paul Wayne, The Bee Gees and Ray
Brown and The Whispers.
While most of these acts were
regulars on O’Keefe’s ‘Six O’clock
Rock’, Col Joye, Rob EG, Lucky Starr,
Sandy Scott and the Allen Brothers
and Judy Stone were the regulars on
‘Six O’clock Rock’s’ rival television
show, Brian Henderson’s ‘Bandstand’
and became known as the
‘Bandstand Family’.

Tales from the Studio
Part 2

Ghost Stories
Every place has it’s own history
and myths and the studios at
Festival Records were no
exception. Two famous ghost
stories continue to circulate today
from those who played a part in
Festival’s life.
The Engineer Ghost:
Many stories have come out from
late night recording sessions at
which doors would mysteriously
open and close, console lights go
on and off, and strange noises
could be hear d. But on some
occasions a ghostly engineer in
white overalls would appear at the
recording console, obviously doing
what engineers do best.
The Ghost of Johnny O’Keefe:
Another tale from the late night
recording shift is the story of the
ghost of JO’K, who was not only
the first in giving us Australian rock,
but one of the first to take
advantage of the late night
recording sessions back in the
1960s. Many have said that since
the Wild One’s death in 1978,
many have been in the same
recording studio where he once
recorded and felt a "presence", and
that ther e would be special
coldness in a particular part of the
studio where the Wild One would
sometimes sleep on the floor during
the down time of one of these late
sessions. Keep in mind that it was
these late sessions that gave us the
hit ‘SHOUT’.
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